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Abstract

A teacher who is trained to teach mathematics and who has the skills and competence needed to
carry out the task effectively is referring to as effective teacher. This paper articulated effects of
the discontinuity and perceived mathematics curricula among secondary school mathematics
teachers. Unfortunately the secondary schools have been saturated with unqualified teachers
who are half baked in the field of mathematics, unlike in other disciplines like chemistry, physics,
economics, agricultural science etc. This study made use of descriptive research design of survey
type. The study is restricted to Oyo state with all mathematics teachers in the biggest secondary
school in each local government; the essence of this is to get enough mathematics teachers in
each local government area that will be a good representative of each local government. The
study made up of seventy-eight teachers in all and one research instrument was used with test-
re-test reliability coefficients of 0.72. The finding showed that secondary school mathematics
curriculum is parallel to NCE and degree mathematics curricula. Secondary school mathematics
teachers are not well grounded in the curriculum of the subject matter which plays a significant
role in the teaching-learning process of mathematics. The paper also identified that parts of the
curriculum are difficult to teach by Secondary School mathematics teachers, and that some
topics are available in the Secondary School mathematics curriculum that are not available in
higher institution and vice-versa. Finally, the mathematics teacher gave some ways out of the
mathematics predicament in Oyo state. It is recommended, among others, that the curriculum
planners and school authorities should sit down to have a look at the mathematics curriculum at
these levels of national educational system in order to find lasting solution to discontinuity of
mathematics curriculum. Also, to make sure qualified teachers of mathematics are engage and to
provide appropriate teaching and learning facilities for the teachers. In conclusion, the finding
showed that Mathematics curricula at secondary school level is parallel to higher institutions
own despite of its importance as a subject to technological emancipations

Key Words: Discontinuity, Mathematics curriculum, Spiral curriculum, and Parallel
curriculum

Introduction:

Curriculum as the impetus for knowledge and skill acquisition occupies a central position in the

school academic activities. It is the rain that showers on knowledge seekers to achieve desired
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objectives and dreams. Curriculum contains all the learning experiences on individual are

expected to assimilate within a scheduled time frame in the school system for overall

development of phenomenology. Curriculum can further be expressed as the organization and

content of education for the development of the learners. Curriculum needs to be fashioned out to

reflect the needs of the society, since the society is not a static one but a dynamic organism that

changes as innovation and diffusion occurs. The curriculums need to be reformed constantly in

order to meet the needs, yearnings and aspirations of the people it is meant to serve.

However, a close look at the mathematics curricular of the senior secondary school, colleges of

education and university degree programme in mathematics, one will discover that there is no

link in the curricular (Fehintola, 2014). It is a popular saying in the academics parlance that what

you do not have you cannot offer it. If mathematics teachers will function effectively there must

be a thorough training ground for the teachers. Going through the mathematics curricular for the

secondary school, NCE and degree programmes one would discover that there is a parallel line

among the curricular which is supposed to be spiral in nature. This cast aspersion on the part of

the curriculum planners of the mathematics as a course of study. And the resultant effects are the

poor teaching-learning process and poor performance that the country witness in external

examination year in year out. The teachers that are teaching mathematics have no specific place

where they are brought up on what to teach the student. The secondary school mathematics

teachers are teaching students based on residual knowledge they had while they were in

secondary school as students. As a result the teachers need to be grounded on the ordinary level

mathematics syllabus. Suffice to say that teachers are not knowledgeable enough to teach the

students not in terms of teaching method but in subject content mastery (Fehintola, 2014). If we

considered other science subjects curricular one will discovered that there are links among these

curricular. For instance, the chemistry curriculum at senior secondary school level has repetition

of majority of the topic though at advance level of it so also is the physics, Biology, Agricultural

science and majority of subjects at ordinary level. If that be the case mathematics curriculum

must not be exceptional, there must be a repetition of the topics at NCE and Degree level most

especially for those that are on teacher training program that will graduate to become teachers in

secondary schools. Though many researchers have worked on mathematics curriculum but no

one has ever looked into the issues of discontinuity nature of the curriculum or linear nature of
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mathematics curricular at ordinary level mathematics, NCE mathematics and degree

mathematics to see if this curriculum is linear or spiral in order to proffer solution to the

lingering mass failure among learners in external examination.

Mathematics which is a tool for use in science, technology, and industries, and if then, the

mathematics curriculum should be such that will have leading contents to those areas and

involvement of competent mathematics teachers that will be abreast with the content. This study,

therefore, intends to investigate the kind of nature of mathematics curricular among the ordinary

level, NCE and degree mathematics programmes. Considering the importance of mathematics

and its position in the national curriculum (NPE2004), there is a great need for the emphasis on

its preparation/organization and effective communication of the subject. Mathematics is

generally made up of concepts which are hierarchical in nature. The understanding of the basic

first order concepts makes it easier to understand the subsequent higher order concepts and the

restructured national curriculum is structured as such. Experience with the teaching of

mathematics in most Nigerian secondary schools showed that many mathematics teachers are

under the pressure of external examination syllabus and school scheme of work and this makes

them always in a hurry to complete the syllabus irrespective of the students’ level of

understanding of the concepts taught (Cohen & Hill, 2000). Thus, there must be a specific place

for effective teaching of would be mathematics teachers to be thoroughly taught/trained on

ordinary level mathematics curriculum. The reason for this can be deduced from the annual

reports of the West African Examination Council Registrar that the testees always failed every

year in the areas like geometry, longitude and latitude topics and circle theorem (Registrar

WAEC, 2015). This is indications that if mathematics teachers that are working in secondary

schools are ask to solve problems in these topics the tendency is there for them to fail. The

inability of the students to excel in these topics is an indication that those that are teaching the

students do not have vivid understanding of these areas. With this assertion, mathematics cannot

be taught effectively without making sure that the lower order concepts have been thoroughly

understood so that its usefulness could be felt at a higher class and that is what the restructured

curriculum is advocating.

There is need for the teachers to have adequate mastery of subject matter in the subjects they

teach as this is beneficial to teachers, curriculum planners, parents, government and the learners.
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The teacher mastery of the subject matter influences the learners understanding of the subjects

they learn, performance and the eventual attainment of national goals. Mastery of the subject

matter by the teacher helps them to impact knowledge effectively and confidently. It is through

the mastery of subject matter that the teachers are able to impact the right skills of

communication, collaboration, critical thinking and creativity that are based on the three learning

domains of cognitive, affective and psychomotor. The learner gets maximum benefit from

teacher relationship that is based on teachers’ competence in the delivery of subject content.

Statement of the Problem

In Nigeria the minimum teaching qualification is NCE certificate. If this is the part of Nigeria

educational policies where is the place of imparting secondary school mathematics curriculum to

the teachers and would be secondary school mathematics teachers. Because going through the

curriculum of secondary school mathematics it’s never feature out in NCE mathematics

curriculum nor degree curriculum. If this observation holds why the complaint about mass failure

in mathematics paper suffix to say that poor teaching-learning process leads to poor students

performance in mathematics in internal and external examinations most especially in geometry,

longitude and latitude and circle theory where students do perform woefully year in year out.

Therefore, this study seeks to affirm the discontinuity of mathematics curriculum, teachers’

effectiveness and students’ mathematics achievement at secondary school level in Oyo state.

Purpose of the Study

The main purpose of this study is to determine whether secondary school mathematics

curriculum is similar and spiral to mathematics curricular at Colleges of Education and Faculty

of Education in Universities in Nigeria where would be teachers could learn this curriculum so as

to teach the students. The study therefore intends to use its findings to make useful

recommendations for the accomplishment of secondary school goal. Specifically the study seeks

to:

1. Show that secondary school mathematics curriculum has no place in colleges of education and

faculty of education (in universities) mathematics curricular.
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2. Find out the proportion of secondary school mathematics curriculum that is available in the

mathematics curricular of colleges of education and faculty of education of universities

mathematics curriculum.

3. Find out from the teachers if there are topics that are difficult for them to teach due to lack of

mastery of the topic(s).

4. Find out from the mathematics teachers the possible solution on how to forestall the short fall

in mathematics curricular in secondary school, NCE and degree level mathematics.

Significance of the Study

The study is significant and the findings would benefit every stakeholder in education.

The beneficiaries include the curriculum planners, teachers, higher institutions where they are

training the would be mathematics teachers, school management, parents, and students,

ministries of education, Educational researchers, non-governmental Organizations and general

society at large in that the solution that will be provided in this work will help to enhance

academic performance of the students in mathematics paper, if it will be used in the planning of

mathematics curricular in higher institution where they are training the would be mathematics

teachers. It will help the teachers to improve better on his teaching method in order to enhance

good performance from his students. It will be useful and helpful to the policy makers especially

the curriculum developer, inspector of education, examiners etc. by enabling the curriculum

developer to know how to frame and design topics in a way that will reflect the continuity of the

curriculum. Also, it will enable them to correct and improve the performance of the student if the

teachers have a good mastery of the subject matter and by appraising the teaching methodology

employed.

Research Questions

The following research questions guided this study:

(1) What is the percentage of the secondary school mathematics topics that you come across

during your training period in NCE/ Degree programme in mathematics?
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(2) Is there any similarity in terms of advancement in topics taught at secondary school

compare to those in NCE and degree programmes?

(3) Is there any area/topic you find difficulty which you think you needs in-service training?

(4) What do you think can be done to forestall the short fall in mathematics curricular in

secondary school, NCE and degree level mathematics?

Methodology: The study adopted descriptive research design of survey type. The researcher was

interested in knowing whether there would be similarity between the mathematics curricular at

secondary school level and that of school/faculty of education in higher institutions in Oyo state.

The population of the study consisted of all the mathematics teachers in secondary school. A

sample of 71mathematics teachers in the selected secondary schools was chosen. The

mathematics teachers were considered in this study because of the uniformity in curriculum of

mathematics they were exposed to when they were on training. Data pertaining to this study were

obtained through the administration of questionnaire tag ‘’ Mathematics Teachers’ Perception of

Difficulty, Similarity, Topics Advancement and Solution to Mathematics Curricular at

Secondary School and in Tertiary Institutions Inventory’’ with additional information from

mathematics curricular at secondary school level, Colleges of Education and School/Faculty of

Education in various universities respectively. This instrument was divided into five sub-

sections. Section ‘’A’’ has to do with Bio information of the respondents, section ‘’B’’ has to do

with ‘O’ level mathematics topics that are available at Higher institutions mathematics

curriculum, Section ‘C’ has to do with ‘O’ level mathematics topics that are available in advance

form in Higher institutions mathematics, Section ‘D’ has to do with ‘O’ level mathematics topics

that are difficult for the mathematics teachers to handle and Section ‘E’ has to do with the ways

the mathematics teachers perceived the stake holder could do to forestall the problems of

mathematics curricular in the three institutions. Data obtained from the study were statistically

treated to determine the opinion of the selected teachers based on their observation of the

similarities, difficulty level of curriculum topics, percentages of topics at secondary school

mathematics curriculum that are available in higher institutions and the way to forestall the

abnormality in the mathematics curricular at secondary and tertiary institutions. The two basic

statistical methods used were descriptive statistics (frequency counts and percentages).
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Results

Research Question 1: What is the percentage of the secondary school mathematics topics that
you come across during your training period in NCE/ Degree programme in mathematics?

Table 1: Topics that are in Ordinary Mathematics Curriculum that is not in NCE/Degree
Mathematics Curricular

TOPICS Available Not Available
Number Bases NA YES
Modular Arithmetic NA YES
Variation NA YES
Surds YES NA
Plane & Circle Geometry YES NA
Quadratic equations & Applications YES NA
Areas and Volumes of shapes/solids NA YES
Trig Ratios of Angles between O0 and 3600 YES NA
Sine and Cosine Graphs YES NA
Bearing YES NA
Coordinate Geometry YES NA
Differentiations & Applications YES NA
Integration & Application YES NA
Probability YES NA
Measures of Central tendency & Dispersion
for grouped & ungrouped data

YES NA

Inequalities & Applications YES NA
Arithmetic & Geometric Progressions YES NA
Logical Reasoning NA YES
Geometrical Constructions NA YES

Table 1 above showed the available topics that are in the ordinary level mathematics curriculum
but not in the mathematics curricular of higher institutions as reflected in the mathematics
curricular of higher institutions. The available topics are Logarithms and Applications, Matrices,
Surds, Plane and Circle Geometry, Quadratic equations and Applications, Trigonometric ratio of
angles, Sine and Cosine graphs, Bearing, Coordinate geometry, Differentiation and Applications,
Integration and Application, Probability, Measures of tendency and dispersion, Inequalities and
Applications and Arithmetic and Geometric progression. The topics that are not available in the
curricular of higher institution are Number bases, modular arithmetic, variation, area and
volumes of shapes and solids, logical reasoning, Geometrical construction and Financial
Mathematics. The percentages of available topics of Ordinary level mathematics that are
available in the higher institutions curricular is 63.6 percent (out of twenty-two major topics in
secondary school mathematics curriculum only fourteen are available in the higher institutions
mathematics curricula.
Research Question 2: Is there any similarity in terms of advancement in topics available at
secondary school compare to those in NCE and degree programmes?
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Table 2: Advance Topics of Ordinary Level Mathematics that are Available at NCE/Degree
Mathematics Programme

TOPICS Observed Not Observed
Logarithms & Applications YES NA
Matrices YES NA

Number Bases NA YES

Modular Arithmetic NA YES

Variation NA YES

Surds YES NA

Plane & Circle Geometry YES NA

Quadratic equations &
Applications NA

YES NA

Areas and Volumes of
shapes/solids

NA YES

Trig Ratios of Angles between O0

and 3600
YES NA

Sine and Cosine Graphs YES NA
Bearing YES NA

Coordinate Geometry YES NA
Differentiations & Applications YES NA
Integration & Application YES NA
Probability YES NA
Measures of Central tendency &
Dispersion for grouped &
ungrouped data

YES NA

Inequalities & Applications YES NA
Arithmetic & Geometric
Progressions

YES NA

Logical Reasoning NA YES
Geometrical Constructions NA YES
Financial Mathematics NA YES

NA = Not Available

Table 2 shows the available topics that are in the ordinary level mathematics curriculum and also

appeared in an advanced form in the mathematics curricular of higher institutions. This evidence

is very glaring in the mathematics curricular of higher institutions. The topics that are available

in advance form at the same time appeared in secondary school mathematics curriculum are:

Logarithms and Applications, Matrices, Surds, Plane and Circle Geometry, Quadratic equations

and Applications, Trigonometric ratio of angles, Sine and Cosine graphs, Bearing, Coordinate

geometry, Differentiation and Applications, Integration and Application, Probability, Measures

of tendency and dispersion, Inequalities and Applications and Arithmetic and Geometric

progression. The topics that are not available in the advance forms in curricular of higher

institutions are Number bases, modular arithmetic, variation, area and volumes of shapes and

solids, logical reasoning, Geometrical construction and Financial Mathematics.
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Research Question 3: Is there any area/topic you find difficulty which you think you needs
in-service training?

Table 3: Percentage Difficulty level Table

TOPICS Not Difficult Difficult
Logarithms & Applications 51     (65.4%) 27   (34.6%)
Matrices 45   (56.7%) 33  (43.3%)

Number Bases 55    (70.5%) 23  (29.5%)
Modular Arithmetic 33    (42.3%) 45  (57.7%)
Variation 50    (64.1%) 28  (35.9%)

Surds 50    (64.1%) 28  (35.9%)
Plane & Circle Geometry 32    (41.0%) 46  (59.0%)
Quadratic equations &
Applications

47    (60.3%) 31  (39.7%)

Areas and Volumes of
shapes/solids

44    (56.4%) 34  (43.6%)

Trig Ratios of Angles between O0

and 3600
49    (62.8%) 29  (37.2%)

Sine and Cosine Graphs 49   (61.8%) 29  (38.2%)
Bearing 36    (46.2%) 42  (53.8%)
Coordinate Geometry 38    (48.7%) 40  (51.3%)
Differentiations & Applications 13    (16.7%) 65  (83.3%)
Integration & Application 11    (14.1%) 67  (85.9%)
Probability 63    (80.8%) 15  (19.2%)
Measures of Central tendency &
Dispersion for grouped &
ungrouped data

66   (84.6%) 12  (15.4%)

Inequalities & Applications 47    (60.3%) 31  (39.7%)
Arithmetic & Geometric
Progressions

47    (60.3%) 31  (39.7%)

Logical Reasoning 21    (26.9%) 57  (73.1%)
Geometrical Constructions 49    (62.8%) 29  (37.2%)
Financial Mathematics 35   (44.9%) 43   (55.1%)

Table 3 above shows the percentage difficulty levels of topics in the Mathematics Curriculum as

perceived by teachers. The percentage difficulty levels are divided into groups. Topics with less

than 50 percent are seen to be not difficult while those with 50 percent and above are seen to be

difficult. The easy topics are Logarithms and Applications, Matrices, Number bases, Variation,

Surds, Quadratic equations and Applications, Areas and Volumes of shapes and solids,

Trigonometric ratio of angles, Sine and Cosine graphs, Coordinate geometry, Probability,

Measures of tendency and dispersion, Inequalities and Applications, Arithmetic and Geometric

progression and Geometrical construction. The topics considered to be difficult are Modular

Arithmetic, Plane and Circle Geometry, Bearing, Differentiation and Applications, Integration

and Applications, logical reasoning and Financial Mathematics.
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Research Question 4: What do you think can be done to forestall the short falls in
mathematics curricular in secondary school, NCE and degree level mathematics?

Table 4: Solution to Mathematics Curricular at Secondary school Level and Tertiary
Level

S/N Solution to the problems Frequency

1 Curriculum planners should try as much as possible to
harmonise the three curricular and make it sure it is spiral
in nature at least for mathematics students’ teachers.

59 (75.6%)

2 Seminar/workshop/in-service training programme should
be organised for the mathematics teachers on the topics
that are difficult to them by the experts.

49 (62.8%)

3 The stakeholders should make a provision for teaching of
the secondary school mathematics syllabus in Colleges of
Education and in the Faculty/School of Education in the
Universities to training would be mathematics teachers.

63 (80.8%)

4 Only mathematics educators should be allowed to teach
mathematics in our secondary schools.

72 (92.3%)

5 In review mathematics curriculum, the mathematics
teachers should be carried along and require skills should
be given to them to enable them handle the subject/topics
effectively.

68 (87.2%)

Table 4 above shows the solution that mathematics teachers perceived to be the solution to

problems emanated from disjointed Mathematics Curricular between secondary school

mathematics and higher institution (Colleges of Education and Faculty/School of Education in

the Universities) mathematics curriculum. The teachers suggested that Curriculum planners

should try as much as possible to harmonise the three curricular and make sure it is spiral in

nature at least for mathematics students’ teachers. Some of them suggested that

Seminar/workshop/in-service training programme should be organised for the mathematics

teachers on the topics that are difficult to them by the experts. While some of them suggested

that stakeholders should make a provision for teaching of the secondary school mathematics

syllabus in Colleges of Education and in the Faculty/School of Education in the Universities to

training would be mathematics teachers. Many of them agree that only mathematics educators

should be allowed to teach mathematics in the secondary schools and in review mathematics
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curriculum, the mathematics teachers should be carried along and that require skills should be

given to them to enable them handle the subject/topics effectively.

Discussions

Results from the study indicated that slightly above average of secondary school mathematics

curriculum is available at the training ground (i.e. at the higher institution level). This did not

allow the mathematics teachers to be properly trained.

The findings show cased that only very few mathematics topics at the secondary school level

appeared in advance level at the higher institution level. This indicated that the elementary level

is not properly understood by the teachers and the advance forms of it are being added. One can

say here that higher institution is building on weak foundation. Instead of higher institution to

first teach ordinary level mathematics stuff before teaching the advance form of it, meaning the

higher institution is acting in reverse order (that is, the institution needs to move from known to

unknown for proper teaching-learning process).

The mathematics teachers find some topics difficult due to the facts that some topics which they

ought to be exposed to were not handling with them on assumption that they have been exposed

to it when they were in secondary school. Whereas these teachers gambled to sail through

secondary school mathematics hurdle to pass the mathematics at the senior certificate

examinations without strong skills required to face it at advance level.

The last but not the least is the solution suggested by the mathematics teachers that in-service

training, work-shop and seminar should be introduced from time to time to forestall the inherent

problems of disjointed curricula between secondary school mathematics and higher institution

mathematics curricula. If both curricula is spiral in nature it will put an end to the lingering

problem of some topics proving to be difficult, non-availability of some topics at secondary

school level but available at advance level and vice-versa, and partial coverage of some topics on

the ground that they are to trial for students at higher institution. No mathematics topics should

be trivialised at any level it should properly handled.

Recommendations: Base on the findings of this study the researcher made the following

recommendation among others, that the curriculum planners and school authorities should sit
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down to have a look at the mathematics curriculum at these levels of Nigeria educational system

in order to find lasting solution to discontinuity of mathematics curriculum. Also, to make sure

qualified teachers of mathematics are engage and to provide appropriate teaching and learning

facilities for the teachers.

Conclusion: The results from this study have simply highlighted that Mathematics curricula at

secondary school level is parallel to higher institutions own despite of its importance as a subject

to technological emancipations. The findings showed that there is no adequate soft landings as it

suppose to be for the teaching-learning process of mathematics in the secondary school level.

From the results above, one can see that there is no proper training ground where the secondary

school teachers and would be secondary school mathematics teachers are being trained on what

to teach at secondary school mathematics. The secondary school mathematics curriculum is

completely different from what the secondary school mathematics teachers are taught during

their teacher training programme in higher institution. The available topics the secondary school

mathematics teachers are exposed to be less than 40% at higher institution level. Furthermore,

large percentage of the mathematics teachers are of opinion that some topics are difficult for

them to teach effectively. In addition the mathematics teachers are of opinion that they need in-

service training, seminar and workshop in some areas of difficulty.
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